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Description of Vendor/Supplier: 
 
Expo Design is an Indianapolis-based, custom design company that was established in 1995. 
The company specializes in custom 3D sculptures, props, custom fabric work, flags and parade 
floats. Expo Design designs, builds, and installs custom products that are fabricated in-house. 
The company employs talented artists that are skilled in a variety of fields including: painting, 
sculpture, welding, wood-working, textiles and graphic design. Their work can be found in a 
wide array of commercial spaces, which include: schools, churches, art museums, state 
museums and children’s museums, performing arts theatres, zoos, restaurants, state fairs, 
hospitals, hotels, sporting events and national parades.  
 
“We take great pride in our work and take even more pride in the fact that everything we 
produce is entirely unique and one-of-a-kind.” - Kathryn Smith, Expo Design   
 
How the vendor/supplier stands out over all other vendor/suppliers? 
 
Expo Design stands above all other vendors because they create custom pieces of work that 
cannot be duplicated by their competition. In fact, Expo Design can create almost anything we 
dream up!  The 500 Festival has brought simply their vision, a concept or drawing to them and 
they have developed a way to produce it into a tangible work of art. Expo Design is one of the 
few vendors in the region that have the capability of producing this type of work, which is a 
result their team of multi-faceted artists and owning highly-specialized equipment. Everything 
they produce is fabricated from the highest quality materials and craftsmanship. 
 
Quantity and Quality of service and support to event by vendor/supplier: 
 
Each year, Expo Design partners with the 500 Festival to design and build more than one dozen 
unique parade floats and specialty units for the IPL 500 Festival Parade. These units can 
require anywhere from 600 to 1,000+ man hours of labor (each) to complete. Each year the 
floats and specialty units get more creative and more technologically advanced. Many of the 
units will include custom-built engines to provide mechanical motion and special lighting effects 
for the floats. No details are overlooked on the parade floats, from the live flowers and greenery 
that are incorporated into the landscapes of the floats, down to the specially-printed decals used 
to label the specific brands of tires used on the IndyCar sculptures.  
 



The 500 Festival works with Expo Design approximately six months prior to the Parade to start 
developing design ideas for the units. Throughout these six months, Expo Design provides 
constant support and service to the 500 Festival. The Expo Design team makes themselves 
available around the clock to answer questions, create new designs, modify existing designs 
and develop new ideas and solutions to any creative or logistical problems. As a result, we 
receive the highest quality service from Expo Design, which ultimately forms a lasting, 
professional relationship built upon trust, respect, and between both parties.  
 
Length of relationship between vendor and event: 
 
The 500 Festival has worked with Expo Design for more than 15 years and we look forward to 
the many more years of creativity, collaboration and partnership.  
 
Tangible benefits of relationship to both event and vendor: 
 
The IPL 500 Festival Parade is one of Expo Design’s largest events they participate in annually. 
This Parade is highly advertised and vastly anticipated by Indianapolis locals and spectators 
around the nation. Expo Design is honored to design and build every parade float and specialty 
unit that is in the IPL 500 Festival Parade lineup. The highly involved role in which Expo Design 
plays in this parade benefits both their company as well as the 500 Festival.  For Expo Design, 
creating these elaborate floats from start to finish gives the company validity and physical proof 
of incredible accomplishments. Additionally, the Parade is watched by hundreds of thousands of 
spectators, both on the parade route and through the parade being nationally televised. Thus, 
this exposes Expo Design’s products, creativity and capabilities to a national audience, which is 
something they would otherwise not be able to do on their own. The 500 Festival benefits from 
Expo Design’s services in many ways as well. One of the benefits we obtain is the crowd of 
children, families and individuals alike that are drawn to the Parade by the colorful and fun float 
designs. Additionally, Expo Design’s floats and specialty units add variety to the parade lineup, 
which adds dimension to the overall event.  
 


